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What	  is	  place-‐based	  pedagogy?	  
• Place	  is	  any	  environment,	  locality	  or	  context	  with	  
which	  people	  interact	  to	  learn,	  create	  memory,	  reflect	  
on	  history,	  connect	  with	  culture	  and	  establish	  iden9ty.	  

	  	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  BC	  Science	  Curriculum,	  2015	  

	  

• How	  does	  place	  inform	  your	  ques4ons	  and	  inquiries?	  
• How	  does	  place	  inspire	  mathema4cal	  thinking?	  







Bishop’s	  Cultural	  Mathematics	  	  
• Bishop	  (1988)	  iden9fied	  six	  areas	  of	  
human	  ac9vity	  that	  both	  embody	  
mathema9cal	  thinking	  and	  occur	  within	  
all	  known	  cultures.	  
• Measuring	  
• Loca9ng	  
• Playing	  
• Coun9ng	  
• Designing	  
• Explaining	  



First	  Peoples	  	  
Principles	  of	  	  
Learning	  



Starting	  with…	  

• story	  
• place	  
• self-‐iden9ty	  
	  
How	  are	  these	  inter-‐related?	  



Connectedness	  

• Connect	  to	  community	  	  
	  and	  place	  

• Connect	  mathema9cs	  and	  	  	  
	  Indigenous	  Knowledge	  

• Connect	  to	  students	  
• Connect	  to	  First	  Peoples	  	  	  	  

	  themes	  and	  topics	  



First	  Peoples	  	  Place-‐Based	  
Themes	  &	  Topics	  
•  Travel	  and	  naviga9on	  
• Games	  
•  Land,	  environment	  and	  resource	  management	  
• Nutri9on	  
• Dwellings	  
•  Seasonal	  cycles	  in	  rela9on	  to	  tradi9onal	  ways	  of	  life	  
• Place	  and	  rela9onship	  to	  the	  natural	  world	  
• Balance	  
•  Sharing	  and	  generosity	  



Examples	  

• QTL	  and	  Reggio-‐inspired	  mathema9cs	  
inquiry	  project	  
• Place-‐based	  storytelling	  with	  natural	  
materials	  and	  local	  plants	  and	  animals	  

• Place-‐based	  mathema9cs	  inquiry	  project	  
• Byng	  Elementary	  
• Inspired	  by	  the	  Haida	  Gwaii	  Canoe	  
Adventures	  book	  



Playful	  Math	  Storytelling	  



Mathematical	  
Adventures	  
from	  	  
Haida	  Gwaii	  



an	  example	  	  of	  inquiry-‐based	  
mathema4cs	  teaching	  and	  

learning	  that	  is	  	  
culturally	  responsive,	  inclusive	  
and	  connected	  to	  place,	  story	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

and	  self-‐iden4ty	  
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Many canoes were left 
unfinished in the forest during 
the small pox era. The story is 
tragic, but it is a gift from our 
ancestors to be able to learn 
from them.. 

"

Making canoes is a skill that probably wouldn’t 
have been brought back if it wasn’t for these 
canoes out here. So our ability to learn from 
our ancestors goes well beyond just looking in 
museums and books. This is where you learn. 
When they started making canoes again they 
came out and they spent time out in the forest 
with the old canoes." 
Jaalen Edenshaw, 2009. 
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To build the 24 foot canoe, 
we had to do some back 
engineering to figure out 
how to build them, starting 
from existing older canoes 
that we found in the forests 
and in the museums. There 
were only a half dozen or 
so in museums. But there 
were also some in the 
forest in different stages. 
The ones in the forest gave 
us an idea about the order 
in which the canoe must 
be built. At the time when 
we were doing the 24 foot 
canoe there was nobody 
who had built one here, 
but there were people alive 
who had seen one built."
Guujaaw, 2009. 

"

You are an apprentice canoe builder working 
with one of the village¹s master carvers. In 
order to prepare for your apprenticeship 
the master carver has asked you to help 
design a 56-foot canoe. This means you¹ll 
need to learn as much as you can about bow, 
stern, and thwarts. A thwart is a structural 
crosspiece that provides strength and stability 
to the canoe. You visit the Canoe House to 
look closely at some canoes.

How many thwarts does Loo Taas Wave 
Eater canoe have? How many does Bear 
Awakening canoe have? Must all canoes 
have a specific number of thwarts? Do the 
number and placement of thwarts for Haida 
canoes differ from those for other canoes? Is 
there a mathematical relationship between 
the number of thwarts and the length of the 
canoe?

Your master carver calls you back to task on 
the enormous, 56 foot canoe he’s been asked 
to complete. You are asked to think carefully 
about an important aspect of canoe building: 
the ratio of the overall length of the canoe, 
compared to it¹s width, along the profile of the 
boat. A sample drawing is included for your 
study where you can see how a Haida canoe 
might look and measure after steaming.

You decide to use the measurements of the 
Loo Taas to help figure out where to place the 
thwarts. There are four thwarts in Loo Taas, 
but your new canoe will be so long, it will need 
5 thwarts. Use the table describing the Haida 
Canoes to help you decide where to place 
thwarts in your commissioned canoe. Calculate 
your desired canoe’s widths, at each of the five 
thwarts, so that your boat will have stability 
and speed similar to the mighty Loo Taas.
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An unfinished canoe in the forest is a source 
of knowledge for today's carvers.



Loo Taas
Carvers: 
Bill Reid, Jags Brown, and others

Length overall (feet): 50 
Number of thwarts: 4

Width at thwart (inches):
Stern StMid Mid Bow
53 71½ 68¼ 53½

Ratio of Length: Width 
Stern StMid Mid Bow
11:1 8:1 9:1 11:1

T'aa
Carvers: 
Guujaaw, Jaalen Edenshaw, and others

Length overall (feet): 36 
Number of thwarts: 3

Width at thwart (inches):  
Stern Mid Bow
46½ 54 47¼

Ratio of Length: Width
Stern Mid Bow
9:1 8:1 9:1

Bear Awakening
Carvers: 
Billy Bellis, Robert Vogstad, and others 

Length overall (feet): 35 
Number of thwarts: 3

Width at thwart (inches):  
Stern Mid Bow
34¾ 45¼ 42¾

Ratio of Length: Width
Stern Mid Bow
12:1 9:1 10:1

You decide to use the measurements of the Loo Taas to help figure out where to place the 
thwarts. There are four thwarts in Loo Taas, but your new canoe will be so long, it will need 
5 thwarts. Use the table describing the Haida Canoes to help you decide where to place 
thwarts in your commissioned canoe. Calculate your desired canoe’s widths, at each of the 
five thwarts, so that your boat will have stability and speed similar to the mighty Loo Taas.

Draw your own map or diagram of a canoe. If you have the opportunity visit 
the carving shed, Haida Gwaii Museum, or museum near you. Develop an 
appropriate scale for your map. 

Learning from Master Builders Mapping the Canoe

Length overall:  30'1''   916.94 cm        
Width overall:  42''   106.68 cm5' 10' 15'0

0 300 cm100 cm 200 cm

30'1"             25'1"     23' 2½"           18' 2¼"         14' 1¾"       10'1"                            4'3"

917 cm                765 cm           714 cm            554 cm         432 cm       307 cm            130 cm

   18' 2¼"

  23' 2½"
 25'1" 

    14' 1¾"

   10'1"
 4'3"

Skidegate, 1878 Dazall Collection, Haida Gwaii Museum Archives.
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If people didn’t 
have enough 
berries picked to 
serve their village, 
they would have to 
travel [by canoe] 
to different areas 
to pick. 

"

People would have wanted 
to pick along the coast and 
not trek inland too far. Many 
boggy areas – which are 
good picking areas – are 
quite close to the beach."
Linda Tollas, 2009.

In a village, the Eagle clan is preparing for a 
journey to summer berry picking grounds. 
The clan has two canoes that can hold a 
total of 24 paddlers and three canoes that 
can also hold a total of 24 people. The 
berry grounds are 35 kilometers away.  The 
smaller canoes that hold 8 people travel at 
5 kilometers an hour. The 12-person canoes 
travel at 2 kilometers an hour to start with, 
but pick up speed. After 3 hours, the larger 
canoe travels 6 kilometers an hour. Which 
canoes will get the clan to the berry grounds 
first? How long will the journey take for 
each set of canoes? 

Extensions: The 6-person canoes can carry 
4 bentwood boxes that each hold 12 litres 
of berries. The 8-person canoes can carry 
6 bentwood boxes that each hold 10 litres 
of berries. The 12-person canoes carry 10 
bentwood boxes that hold 5 litres of berries.  
Which canoes should the clan use if they have 
a total of 24 paddlers going to the berry site? 
How many litres of berries could they carry?

Bentwood boxes were often used to carry
materials during canoe trips. The boxes can
be made in many different sizes and shapes.
Draw three different possible bentwood
boxes that could each hold 24 litres of berries
and label the dimensions of each box. What
is the length of the wood plank used to make
each of these boxes?

Consider a 36 unit long plank. What different 
sized boxes (without lids) could you design 
using the entire length of this plank? Now 
consider the box that could hold the 
most berries possible. What would be the 
dimensions of the largest bentwood box that 
you could design from this plank? How do 
you know that this box is the largest of these 
designs?
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When you went on a 
mission everyone would 
have a seat. In the olden 
days you had a seat, that was 
your place so when you’re 
way out there people could 
see that someone wasn’t on 
board. So they would know 
a long time before they got 
to the beach that there was 
someone missing. Anyone 
who went out with a load 
of people was expected to 
come back with all of them."
Guujaaw, 2009.

"

Bentwood box design by Billy 
Yovanovich Jr. in the Loo Taas.



H
aida Language The Traditional  Haida language (Xaat Kil, 

Xaadas Kil, Xaayda Kil) is the language of 
the Haida people. Historically, each village 
in Haida territory spoke their language a 
little differently.  There are currently three 
distinct Haida dialects. Haida is an isolate; 
it is unique and has no known related 
language in the world.

The Haida language spoken in Old Massett 
on the northern end of Haida Gwaii is 
of the Xaat Kil dialect. This dialect shares 
similarities with the Haida language dialect 
of Xaadas Kil, in Ketchican and Hydaburg, 
Alaska. Old Massett is a one day canoe 
journey from Hydaburg, Alaska. The Haida 
language spoken in the southern part of 
Haida Gwaii is of the Xaaydaa Kil dialect

The number of fluent Haida speakers has 
declined over the past 100 years. Elders 
from all communities are working hard to 
preserve, record and share the language 
through school and community based 
programs. 
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The Ancestral Language of the Haida people

Xaat Kil

Xaadas Kil

Xaayda Kil

The Haida language is a completely 
different way of thinking so it is very 
important that our elders help us 
learn and compose songs." 
Robert, Joseph, 2005. Listening to our Ancestors. 

" 

Haida Gwaii | HIGH-da gwaay - islands of the people

The word Haida means people - the people who were born 
from the supernatural on the great lands of Haida Gwaii. 

Haida language examples

Haida langauge reflects the interconnectedness with the 
land, sea, sky.  There are many words to describe the subtle 
differences related the the land, sea and sky. For instance 
there are 16 weather definitions, 15 cloud, 34 rain, 4 sun, 
72 wind descriptions, 54 tide, and 33 supernatural. 

RAIN
kaa sgaayhll (S) - rain sparsely small drops falling 
daala guuging (S) - rain (it is raining so hard the water 
gets calm)  
jidgamdaga (S) - rain (hard & noisey)
sGiis guugaaw (S) - rain (misty) 

TIDE
sk’uu kansgid (S) - tide (high tide) 
chiixwaay jing (S) - tide (low tide) 
taadllgaayhll gil ga (S) - tide (raising half tide) 
gaaygaasdllguu (S) - tide (slack tide) 
kwaahlgahlda (S) - tide changing
k’ihlgaxid (S) - tide going out
Gaayhlxiid (S) - tide rising 

WAVE
Luu (S) - wave  
Luu ‘yuu dala (S) - wave (big waves) 
Luu Taas (S) - wave eater (Haida Canoe Name) 
Taayda.la (S) - wave tidal
Gaaysiigang (S) - waves (person who sizes up the 
waves so the boat can get out)  
Kuntl’l (S) - wave over the bow of the boat  

WIND
Taajaaw (S) - wind
Xyuu (S) - wind (south east) 
Didxuusda (S) - wind (westerly) 
Tll'la GaadGuuga (S) - wind (strong north east wind) 
Taajuuwaay tlaats’iiga (S) - wind (strong wind)  
Xamxuusda (S) - wind (small gusts of wind) 
kayd kaajii ga xaatl’l (S) - wind (very strong south east 
wind that blows off the top of trees.  A wind used to 
test newly built canoes) 
Xuud GwiihlGihl (S) - wind (wind twirls blowing on 
top of the water) 
Xuut’axid (S) - wind blowing away something      
SGaa Giida (S) - wind blows hard all of a sudden

Skidigate Haida words provided by the Skidigate 
Haida Imersion Program (SHIP) glossary and 
Gina 'Waadluxan Tluu. Massett Haida words 
provided by Naanii Mary Swanson in the Haida 
Laas, 2005 and Gina 'Waadluxan Tluu.

CANOES
tluu (S) (M) - canoe
aal (S) (M) - paddle
giinang (S) (M) - to paddle a canoe
xuudawuu (S) xuuduu (M) - bailers
Sk’aadal (S) - canoe pathway
SK’aadal (S) - name of the very first 2 person canoe
Gyat’aa.aging (S) - person who watches over the canoe
gahldaa tluu (M) Gaalang tluuwaay (S) - war canoe
tluu kujuu (M) Gagee gyaa (S) - children's canoe

TREES 
Ts'uu (S) ts'uu sgiid (M) - red cedar tree
kayd (S) - sitka spruce
Sgaahlan (S) sgaahlaang (M) - yellow cedar
k’aang (S) - hemlock
Ts’uu ging.uula Guudaay (S) - cedar bentwood box

TOOLS
gyaak’id (S) gin isdaaw (M) - to carve
Isdaa’uu (S) gin isdaaw (M) - tools
xuut’a (S) xuut’u/xuut'a/xuut'aaw (M) - adze
staaxuunang.uu (S) yaats skuupjuugahl tak'iit (M) - 
curved carving knife
XiisGaawaay (S) yaats juujuu (M) - small carving knife 
to scrape inner bark



ABOUT	  THE	  BOOK	  
•  In	  its	  third	  prin9ng	  since	  2011	  
• Co-‐created	  by	  teachers,	  elders,	  community	  
members,	  students	  and	  UBC	  faculty	  and	  staff	  
• Used	  locally,	  na9onally	  and	  interna9onally	  to	  
inspire	  similar	  culturally	  responsive,	  place-‐based	  
mathema9cs	  experiences	  for	  students	  
•  In	  Richmond,	  was	  used	  as	  a	  star9ng	  point	  for	  an	  
AESN	  project	  at	  Byng	  Elementary	  
• Used	  by	  Linda	  Kaser	  and	  Judy	  Halbert	  as	  part	  of	  
their	  NOII	  work	  as	  an	  example	  of	  inclusive,	  
transforma9ve	  pedagogy	  
• Ordering	  informa9on	  through	  
cynthia.nicol@ubc.ca	  



Connecting	  to	  Community	  &	  Place:	  
The	  AESN	  Math	  Project	  at	  Byng	  

Where	  do	  you	  see	  
mathema4cs?	  

	  
What	  do	  you	  no4ce?	  
What	  do	  you	  wonder?	  

































































The	  students’	  inquiry	  questions…	  
I	  wonder	  how	  they	  know	  where	  the	  fish	  are?	  
Which	  way	  do	  the	  waves	  go?	  
I	  wonder	  how	  they	  catch	  the	  fish?	  
How	  fast	  can	  the	  boat	  go?	  
	  

About	  how	  many	  boats	  can	  you	  see?	  
How	  heavy	  is	  a	  tuna	  fish?	  

How	  many	  fish	  are	  you	  allowed	  to	  catch?	  
	  

How	  many	  people	  visit	  the	  dock	  every	  year?	  
How	  many	  boats	  come	  in	  each	  day?	  
How	  many	  boats	  came	  here	  a	  long	  4me	  ago?	  
How	  many	  trees	  were	  used	  to	  make	  the	  docks?	  



Where	  does	  mathema4cs	  
live	  in	  this	  place?	  

	  
What	  mathema4cal	  story	  

does	  this	  place	  tell?	  



In	  Squamish	  and	  Lilwat	  territories…	  



Other	  ways	  to	  connect	  
mathematics	  and	  place:	  

• Mapping	  
• Geocaching	  
• Weather	  
• Stories	  

what	  ideas	  do	  you	  have?	  


